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Community Engagement Session at Belle Isle Park

Appendix C:

Community Input Summary
C.1 Project Website

On the adjacent page is a snapshot of the project website at www.mdnrmanagementplans/belle-isle-park. The website was
available for public viewing throughout the duration of the planning process and was updated with maps, survey results, and
the draft plan. Members of the public could contact the planning team through the website contact form.
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C.2 Stakeholder Input Workshop
Summary of Stakeholder Workshop
In order to gather targeted input from governmental, non-profit, and business/tourism entities, the planning team invited a
group of stakeholders to an input workshop. The workshop was held in two sessions on March 28th, 2017, from 10:00 am –
12:00 pm and from 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm. A total of 43 stakeholders participated in the two sessions. The participants were first
given a status update on the park and a summary of recent improvement projects, followed by breaking into groups for a series
of input exercises. As the stakeholders introduced themselves, they were invited to share an answer to the prompt “What
matters most to me about Belle Isle Park is…” Those that recorded their answers and returned them to the planning team are
included below.

WHAT MAT TERS MOST TO ME ABOUT BELLE ISLE PARK IS.....
The memories I’ve created with my mom and family. Belle Isle remaining accessible to the public. Improved and better
promotion of the island. Amenities (beach, Aquarium, canals). Protecting environmental quality/natural ecosystem @ park.
Park remaining natural space (non residential). Stormwater management via nature-based infrastructure. Greenway/nonmotorized path connections at and to the park
Island is both safe and clean for all to use.
That it is a place of unity where people from all backgrounds can join and find respite in the island’s natural and architectural
beauty.
The Conservatory memories
I hope it stays a family park!
That native Detroiters feel welcomed and comfortable at the park
Creating safe places to play for all members of our community, hub for active community
Public access to-and participation in-this beautiful island’s many amenities
Got fishing
Improved facilities (dedicated) for people who bike and walk. Welcoming and inclusive to all.
The positive momentum on Belle Isle seen over the last few years continues into the future
Getting kids on the island, welcoming to all residents
Inviting and accessible to all
It’s a special place to create multi-generational family memories…picnics, visiting the Conservatory, business...great
collaborative partner
Accessibility, recreation options, green spaces, family environment
People interacting with nature
Accessibility and methods of transportation onto and around the island
Public access and enjoyment, public enjoyment of diverse outdoor spaces and experiences, historic integrity
Belle Isle has been called a gem of Detroit, I believe we need to polish that gem for all to enjoy. Better facilities, infrastructure,
and opportunities for all to enjoy, now is the time to start to improve the island and make it not only a park for Michigan
residents, but a tourist destination as well.
Preserving the historic buildings
Historic buildings
Accessibility to public buildings, preserving cultural landscape
Equality-that everyone has access who benefits
That it remains safe for families. Continue investment in infrastructure; upgrade hard line communications on the island.
That it remains clean and accessible to all. Activities and attractions remain open. Remain a place for youth, families, and
adults to experience aspects of nature. Remain a resource for the community
Becomes a great place to walk and bike, that is welcoming to all Detroiters (of all abilities) year round
Green space in the city, place to go
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Stakeholder Input Exercises
The results of the exercises are detailed below. This summary
represents the combination of results from both the morning
and afternoon stakeholder input sessions.
Exercise 1: Say one word or phrase that describes Belle Isle
right now.
When thinking about the current state of Belle Isle, the
stakeholders had many positive associations. The groups
keyed in on several significant features of the island:
its historic architecture and role in Detroit’s story, its
beautiful natural areas so rarely seen in the heart of urban
development, and the sense that the island is improving with
new investment into its infrastructure and key buildings. The
words and phrases mentioned by three or more tables were:

Work in progress / Better / Improving /
Upward / Evolving
Historic

In the second exercise, stakeholders discussed Belle Isle’s
potential. Several of the most frequently mentioned items
shared a similar theme: access and availability of the park
for all people. It was important to the stakeholders that the
island is a place that is welcoming to all, that is inclusive, and
that is accessible. They also felt that the island should feel
very connected to the heart of Detroit and that it should be
easy for pedestrians and bicycles to travel through it safely.
Additionally, several groups envisioned Belle Isle’s future to
be that of a well-known destination. Below are the items that
were mentioned at three or more tables.

EXERCISE 2
ITEMS

EXERCISE 1
ITEMS

Exercise 2: Say one word or phrase you would like to
describe Belle Isle in the future.

TIMES
MENTIONED
5
3

Natural areas / Nature / Garden

3

Nostalgic / Sentimental / Memories

3

Opportunity

3

Resurgence / Rebirth

3

TIMES MENTIONED

Improved access / Accessible

6

Destination

4

Connection / Seamless
connection to mainland
Inclusive / Equal

3

Multi-modal (Bike/pedestrian
friendly/trolley/kayaks
Robust environment/
ecological environments
Welcoming to all

3

3

3
3

Community Engagement Session at Belle Isle Park
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Exercise 3: What do you like most and least about Belle Isle?
The third exercise combined two sentiments: what the
stakeholders liked most and what they liked least about Belle
Isle. Occasionally, the same item would be placed in both
columns, as is the case with the Grand Prix. Aspects of the
island that were the most liked related to the availability of
public open space and nature close to the city as well as the
many unique attractions and events accessible to users. What
stakeholders liked the least related to the work yet to be done
to improve the island, missing elements such as food options,
the Grand Prix and its associated effects, and the perception
that not everyone is welcome on the island. Since many
unique items were mentioned, those that were mentioned at
two or more tables are listed below.

Exercise 4: What differences have you noticed about Belle
Isle in the last three years?
The planning team wished to know what differences the
stakeholders have noticed since the beginning of the DNR’s
administration of the island. The most frequently mentioned
items show that the groups have taken notice of the
improvements, such as greater attention to maintenance,
the repair and opening of previously closed restrooms, the
availability of amenities such as non-motorized watercraft
rental, and the availability of public transit. Interestingly,
some groups thought the island has become more crowded
in the last few years, and others notice fewer people and less
activity. Below are items that were mentioned by two or more
groups in this exercise.

EXERCISE 3
LIKE MOST

TIMES
LIKE LEAST
MENTIONED
Size/scale/
3
Grand Prix
open green
/ Impact
space
on roads /
timeline
Views/water
3
Closed zoo
A place for
everyone
Aquarium

2
2

Cleaner /
Cleanliness
Conservatory

2

Events

2

Forestry

2

2

Grand Prix

2

History/
architecture
Lots of
activities
Safety

2

Trails /
Nature trails
Unique
attractions/
activities

2
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EXERCISE 4
TIMES
MENTIONED
5

4

ITEMS

TIMES MENTIONED

Cleaner, improved
maintenance
Feels safer (perception)

6

Restrooms / Bathrooms are
working / cleaner
Greater police presence

4

Kayak/canoe rentals

3

Accessibility by bus

2
2

4

3

Signage / Lack
of wayfinding
Closes too
early
Food desert

4

Boat Club
distressed
Deferred
maintenance
Perceptions
of exclusivity
/ Is everyone
welcome?
Do they feel
welcome?

2

Adequately stocked comfort
station
Dead tree removal

2

Fewer people / less activity

2

Greater stakeholder
engagement
More crowded / people are
coming back
More public programming

2

Rec passport/entrance / fee for
access

2

3
3

2

2

2
2

2
2

2
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Exercise 5: What improvements or changes would you
like to see that would increase public use, enjoyment, and
benefit from Belle Isle? (with voting)
The last exercise was intended to decipher what the
stakeholders envisioned for the future of the island. The
stakeholders’ ideas reflect a desire to improve and restore
what exists on the island, to create a safer environment for
pedestrians and bicyclers, and to improve communications
on the island through event advertisement and improved
signage. Ideas mentioned at the most tables included
increasing food options on the island, creating a water taxi,
and restoring the Belle Isle Boat House (formerlly known as
the Detroit Boat Club). This exercise generated many unique
responses from the groups; only five ideas were mentioned at
two or more tables. After generating ideas, each person voted
on the top three ideas from their group. Items receiving four
or more votes are shown below.

EXERCISE 5
ITEMS
More concession, food and
beverage opportunities /
highlight local
Water taxi between island /
Detroit
Boat club restoration and use

Final Exercise: Collective Priorities
As one person from each group presented the highestvoted items from their vision of Belle Isle, the planning team
transferred those ideas into a separate exercise, combining
similar ideas. As the stakeholders left the input session, they
voted on the top three items from the collective priorities
list, which included items not mentioned at their tables.
Below are all of the collective priorities from both sessions
combined into one list. The top collective priority was to
add more concessions and food options on the island, and
one group thought that those options could highlight local
businesses. Protecting the natural resources on the island was
the second highest-voted priority, followed by improving the
signage system throughout the park. These items, along with
the other input from the stakeholders, were considered as the
planning team created an action plan for the park.

FINAL EXERCISE

TIMES
MENTIONED
4

VOTES
8

3

5

3

4

Internal/external
communication (signage/daily
events)
Dedicated bike and pedestrian
infrastructure throughout the
park
Reopening the Aquarium full
time
Address facility infrastructure

2

4

2

2

1

5

1

4

Identifiable welcome center

1

4

Safe on-road biking

1

4

COLLECTIVE PRIORITIES
More concessions / food
options (highlight local)
Protect natural resources
(recycling, green initiative,
wildlife)
Signage improvements
(internal communications)
Facility infrastructure
(buildings, restrooms)
Identifiable welcome center

VOTES
19

1

12

1

11

1

9

1

9

Park amenities (benches,
picnic tables)
Non-motorized infrastructure
(safe for pedestrians/cyclists)
Public relations campaign

1

8

1

7

1

7

Employment opportunities for
local residents
Technological advances (phone
app for park directory, history)
Water taxi for Detroit

1

6

1

5

1

5

Re-open the Aquarium full
time
Stock model boat basin for
children’s fishing
Activate closed areas: zoo +
golf course
Increase youth programming

1

4.5

1

3

1

2.5

1

2

1

0

External communications
(daily event schedule)
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PARTICIPANT LIST
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

REPRESENTING

TITLE

Khalil

Ligon

Alliance for the Great Lakes

SE Michigan Outreach Coordinator

Brenda

Price

Alliance for the Great Lakes

Volunteer and Education Director

Katy

Wyerman

Belle Isle Conservancy

Amy

Greene

Belle Isle Nature Center

Dawn

Bilobran

Belle Isle Conservancy

Board Member

Janice

Ellison

Belle Isle Conservancy

Belle Isle Conservancy Board Member

Danielle

Jackson

Belle Isle Conservancy

Event Manager

Genevieve

Nowak

Belle Isle Conservancy / DNR

Director Volunteer Services

Kamilah

Henderson

Scharron

Rambus

Community Foundation for Southeast
Michigan
City of Detroit (DDOT)

Janese

Chapman

City of Detroit Historic Designation

Justin

Jacobs

Come Play Detroit

Owner

Mike

McGuiness

Congresswoman Brenda Lawrence

Community Outreach Coordinator

Walter

Brown

Lisa

Nuszkowski

Detroit Bike Share

Executive Director

Michael

Montri

Detroit Grand Prix

General Manager

Todd

Scott

Detroit Greenways Coalition

Dawayne

Jones

Detroit Police Athletic League

Keith

Flournoy

Detroit Parks and Recreation

David

Miller

Detroit Parks and Recreation

Director of Dept of Parks and Rec

Michele

Marine

Detroit River Conservancy

Director of Programs

Alease

Johnson

Dossin Great Lakes Museum

Mark

Wallace

Detroit Riverfront Conservancy

Ben

Beaman

Ducks Unlimited

Kyle

Burleson

Detroit / Wayne County Port Authority Deputy Director

John

Loftus

Detroit / Wayne County Port Authority

Christina

Doby

Erb Family Foundation

Program Officer

Richard

Benson

Lake St. Clair Walleye Association

President

Bill

Shreck

Ryan

Cunningham

Nancy

Finegood

Jennifer

Reinhardt

Michigan Department of
Transportation
Michigan Historic Preservation
Network
Michigan Historic Preservation
Network
Michigan Historic Preservation
Network
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Athletic Program

President/CEO of Detroit Riverfront

Volunteer

Detroit Preservationist Specialist
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PARTICIPANT LIST, CONTINUED
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

REPRESENTING

TITLE

Nicolette

Carlone

Public Lighting Authority

Tiffany

VanDetley

Riverside Kayak Connection

Jeff

Griffith

The Youth Connection

Lisa

Perez

US Forest Service

James

Hines

US Coast Guard STA Belle Isle

Justin

Stanley

US Coast Guard STA Belle Isle

Alvina

Gipson

Diana

Jacobson

Western Michigan University, Metro
Detroit
YMCA

Lynette

Simmons

YMCA of Metropolitan Detroit

Wyatt

Griffith

VP of Mission Resources

AT TENDEES NOT PARTICIPATING
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

REPRESENTING

TITLE

Karis

Floyd

DNR-PRD

Unit Manager

Jacob

Brown

DNR-PRD

Unit Supervisor

Debbie

Jensen

DNR-PRD

Management Plan Administrator

Amanda

Hertl

DNR-PRD

Urban Area Planner

Andrea

LaFontaine

DNR Exec.

Special Advisor to Southeast Michigan

David

Malloch

DNR Law Enforcement

Captain

Scott

Pratt

DNR-PRD

Southern Field Operations Chief

Damon

Owens

DNR-PRD; LED

Sergeant

Michele

Hodges

Belle Isle Conservancy

President

Brittany

Sanders

Belle Isle Conservancy

Director of Community Engagement

Bill

Shreck

MDOT Executive Office

Intergovernmental Liaison
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C.3 Public Input Workshop
Summary of Public Input Workshop
The public was invited to share their thoughts on the future of
Belle Isle in two sessions on March 29th, 2017, from 2:00 pm
– 4:00 pm and from 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm. The meeting format
was nearly identical to the stakeholder meetings, with the
exception of the participant introductions.
Over the two sessions, 99 attendees were recorded. Each
attendee was given a blank index card and asked to record
his/her name, zip code, how long they have been visiting or
involved with the island, and the answer to the prompt “What
matters most to me about Belle Isle Park is…” The participants
shared the answer to this prompt within their tables as an
introduction to their groups. The answers of those who
returned their introduction cards to the planning team are
listed at the end of this document.
Similarly to the stakeholder meeting, a status update on the
park and a summary of recent improvement projects was
presented by the DNR and the Belle Isle Conservancy, followed
by a series of input exercises. The results of the exercises are
detailed below. This summary represents the combination
of results from both the afternoon and evening public input
sessions.
Exercise 1: Say one word or phrase that describes Belle Isle
right now.
When the public thinks about Belle Isle today, the island’s
natural beauty, rich history, safe and family-friendly
atmosphere, and recent improvements come to mind. The
words and phrases that were mentioned at three or more
tables are listed below.

EXERCISE 1
ITEMS
Natural setting / Nature

The public who attended the input sessions would like to be
able to describe Belle Isle as a place that is first and foremost
inclusive and accessible by all. They would like the island to
be bike- and pedestrian-friendly, to have more food options
and restaurants, and to host more winter events and activities.
There were several groups that would like to see the Grand
Prix discontinued and have motorsports prohibited on the
island. Finally, the public would like the island to be a worldclass facility. Below are items that were mentioned by three or
more groups.

EXERCISE 2
ITEMS
Access by all / Accessible / Inclusive

TIMES
MENTIONED
8

Bike friendly / Cycling Trails
No Grand Prix
Pedestrian-friendly

5
5
5

Motorsports prohibited

4

Beautiful

3

Food/restaurants

3

Winter events
World class

3
3

Exercise 3: What do you like most and least about Belle Isle?

TIMES
MENTIONED
9

Clean
Safer
Beautiful

6
6
5

Evolving / Improving / Greatly Improved

5

Work in progress

5

Tranquil/Peaceful

4

Unique
Families / Family friendly
Historic

4
3
3

Provide wonderful views / scenic views

3
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Exercise 2: Say one word or phrase you would like to
describe Belle Isle in the future.

The public was asked to discuss what they liked the most and
least about Belle Isle. The items that were most frequently
mentioned included the unique attractions on Belle Isle such
as the Conservatory, Aquarium, and James Scott Memorial
Fountain; the natural beauty and scenic views; recreational
amenities such as the beach, walking paths, bicycling paths,
and non-motorized watercraft rentals; as well as the location
of the park close to the urban center. The item that was
liked the least by the public was the Grand Prix, which was
mentioned at 13 tables over the two sessions. The public also
dislikes the number of food options available, the hours of
operation and closed facilities, and the auto-centric nature of
the island’s circulation system.
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EXERCISE 3
LIKE MOST

TIMES
LIKE LEAST TIMES
MENTIONED
MENTIONED
Conservatory
10
Grand Prix
13
Nature

9

Aquarium

7

Beach

6

Walking paths
/ trails
Views

6

Beauty of the
island
Bike ride

3

Close
by=accessible
Kayak/canoe

3

Scott Fountain

3

No food sites
available
Hours of
operation
Closed golf
course
Too autocentric

5
4
3
3
Community Engagement Session at Belle Isle Park

5

3

3

Exercise 4: What differences have you noticed about Belle
Isle in the last three years?
Over the last three years, the public has noticed several
improvements in the park. Frequently mentioned items
were the improved restrooms and overall higher level
of maintenance, an increased number of visitors, a safer
atmosphere, and attractions re-opening. Some have noticed
that the police presence has increased, which to some is
a positive aspect, while others see this as negative. Items
mentioned at three or more tables are listed below.

EXERCISE 4
ITEMS

Community Engagement Session at Belle Isle Park

July 19, 2018

TIMES MENTIONED

Bathrooms improved / clean

7

More people / crowded / more
activity
Much cleaner

7

Safer

7

Have removed dead and
downed + tree maintenance
improved
Improvements/restoration
of facilities & buildings
(bathrooms/shelters)
More families

4

Aquarium open and improved
/ better hours
Melting pot / more diversity

3

More police presence

3

New bridge lighting

3

No loud music!

3

Park safety/cleaner

3

Scott Fountain is running

3

7

4
4

3
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Exercise 5: What improvements or changes would you like to
see that would increase your enjoyment of Belle Isle? (with
voting)
Each group discussed what they would like to change on the
island, and the results were wide-ranging. Over 130 items
were mentioned by the groups that attended both sessions.
The most frequently mentioned ideas included discontinuing
the Grand Prix, creating a public boat launch to access the
Detroit River, re-opening the golf course to the public, and
renovating the Belle Isle Boat House (formerly known as the
Detroit Boat Club). Items mentioned at two or more tables are
listed below.

EXERCISE 5
ITEMS
No Grand Prix

TIMES
MENTIONED
7

VOTES

Final Exercise: Collective Priorities
As one person from each group presented the highestvoted items from their vision of Belle Isle, the planning team
transferred those ideas into a separate exercise, combining
similar items. As the attendees left the input session, they
voted on their top three items from the collective priorities
list. This afforded them the opportunity to vote on an item
that was not mentioned at their table. Below are all of the
collective priorities from both sessions, combined into one list.
The three items that received the most votes all involve the
Grand Prix, either discontinuing it or minimizing the impact
of the event. Other top priorities included improving the
canals, creating walking trails in the woods, and adding winter
activities and events. This input will be considered by the
planning team when creating a ten year action plan.

28

Boat launch / access

4

6

Open golf course for public
use / Restore golf course
Assist Detroit Boat Club with
improvements/renovations
Winter sports / activities (ice
skating, cross country skiing,
sledding)

4

6

3

9

3

6

Activities for kids / teens

3

4

Restore / Open Belle Isle Zoo

3

4

Food trucks (diverse) (small
business) / on a permanent
basis
Less time for setup/take down
of Grand Prix

2

8

2

8

Remove or reduce effects of
Grand Prix

2

7

Horseback riding / stables

2

4

Repair fishing pier at coast
guard, make accessible
Clean/restore canals

2

FINAL EXERCISE
COLLECTIVE PRIORITIES
Remove/reduce effects of the Grand Prix

COMBINED
VOTES
24

No Grand Prix (and eliminate association
parking, etc)
Minimize Grand Prix impact (less time for set
up and take down)
Clear connections between the streams and
lakes (clean canals)
Walking trails in the woods

20

Winter sport activities (ice skating, cross
country skiing, sledding)
Canoe/kayak rental, sail boards etc

11

10

4

Food trucks permanently and other
affordable food options
Greater food options (general store,
restaurant, bottled water, BBQ)
More free family programming (movies in
the park, food truck rally)
Non-motorized trail (whole island)

2

3

Reduce police presence

8

More education
opportunities / school
programs

2

3

Increase public relations

7

Kid activities

7

Expanded programming /
more activities

2

2

Repaved roads and bike lanes

7

Repurpose zoo and golf course

7

Lifeguard at the beach

2

2

Better maintained gardens and canals

6

Restored band shell, music on
the island

2

2

Large & small events (musical, etc.)

6

Public access to covered
bridge / repair

2

1

Preservation of natural resources

6

Add golf course

5
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10
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8
8
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FINAL EXERCISE, CONTINUED
COLLECTIVE PRIORITIES
Create unique waterfront access

COMBINED
VOTES
5

Extended Aquarium hours

5

Restrooms open all the time

5

Boat club improvements

4

Emergency/safety station

3

Horseback riding and stables

3

More activities for kids and teens

3

Provide a free day

3

Restore the zoo

3

Improved communication regarding passes,
permits, rules, etc
Intelligent enforcement

2

Kayak lockers

2

Repeal motorsports

2

Restaurants

2

Skate park

2

Cooling and warming centers

1

Boat launch between River Rouge and
Detroit Boat Club
Public Wi-Fi

0

Sports leagues

0

2

0
Community Engagement Session at Belle Isle Park

Introduction Card Answers

WHAT MAT TERS MOST TO ME ABOUT BELLE ISLE PARK IS.....
Love the diversity of the park, would love to start RC Boat Club and RC Car Club

Enjoying the peace and quiet on the island
Refuge, nature, water, peace & quiet
Preserving its beauty and access to the public.
Continuing improvements by DNR, enhancing the park’s beauty and its benefits to our citizens
The beautiful scenery and open spaces
It’s here for all of us!
Presently we park and watch the ships go by, learned to sail at the DYC, attend power squad at DYC
The history and future of this amazing gem in the middle of the Great Lake basin. The world’s largest fresh water reservoir.
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WHAT MAT TERS MOST TO ME ABOUT BELLE ISLE IS......, CONTINUED
Public access and place for kids
Easy access to safe bike training and running that has bathrooms and water stops.
Having a natural sanctuary to relax, read, and enjoy a peaceful experience
Work at the Aquarium for education. Family has been here off Elliot since 1927. Uncle (~93) has been ice skating here since
1930.
Keeping it for the residents of Detroit and visitors
Keeping it open for the residents of Detroit and others
Family, visits weekly, graduation party, weddings, engagement, tap and ballet recital on the fountain
Access, hiking, land sailing, kayaking
Access to everyone regardless of background. Conservatory.
Safe, clean, family-oriented all attractions
No Grand Prix. Set up and take down is way too long and is a nuisance for the public users. Would like to see ice skating in the
winter.
The Conservatory
Conservatory and Aquarium
Not over commercializing it. Keep it more natural. Clean, road repairs.
Natural setting in the urban area in the Great Lakes basin.
It’s natural beauty, all seasons for all people
Green space/park in the city. Reopen the golf course (not disc golf!)
A blend of country in a city setting
Knowing from personal experience how much family activity can exist and entertain. Preserving and restoring its heritage. And
remove the kayak launch in the lagoon area near the DYC.
The Conservatory and garden, daffodil program, fountain
Clean, safe, attractions
Availability
Developing and maintaining Belle Isle as a world class recreation destination for families from throughout Michigan and the
world.
A lot safer and cleaner
Great local venue to run/bike while experiencing the river but avoid downtown.
It is a place for families and recreation activities. It is in the middle of the two countries.
Termination of Grand Prix/non-renewal of contract with Penske group, and demolition/removal of over 10 acres of concrete
paddock, slabs, lots, and reinvestment of grass, trees, parkland so that the area may once again be enjoyed by the public. The
paving over of 10 acres has created massive blight on what used to be the prettiest part of the island.
Beautiful flower garden
Nature for Detroiter, kids & adults
I walk on Belle Isle weekly and often bring my family to different activities. My grandmother was the Director of the Belle Isle
Zoo. I love nature and grew up in Puerto Rico so coming somewhere with water is important for me.
Preserving the flatwoods
A peaceful place to enjoy nature
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WHAT MAT TERS MOST TO ME ABOUT BELLE ISLE PARK IS....., CONTINUED
Public access and minimizing the impact and closures of the Grand Prix
I’d like to see an inclusive island that provides restoration to the community through unique attractions/events (restoring the
canal, canoe rides, paddle boats, skate park, disability inclusive playgrounds, and preservation of natural resources).
water sports, historical moments
Great getaway, great views, golf
Belle Isle is a treasured community asset and congregation place. It should be available to the people of Detroit first and
foremost, and the voices of black Detroiters should be prioritized at every step in this process. Since the DNR took over police
patrols and check points have made my black neighbors feel unwelcome and criminalized. I myself have been stopped three
times since the take over for such minor things as bicycle reflectors. I want to feel safe from police when using this public
resource; I want my friends and neighbors to feel the same safety.
The cultural assets such as the Aquarium, Conservatory, fountain and sports facilities
The natural landscape which is rare and irreplaceable
Recreational access and investing in our current infrastructure, athletic complex, and golf course
Natural beauty
Natural landscape, sound of water, the peacefulness and swimming, picnics, recreation, skating, biking
Great lakes museum, Conservatory, nature center, Aquarium, biking
Grand Prix and the natural beauty!
An enjoyable piece of nature, so close to home-free.
My family has been hosting picnics for over 50 years here
Keeping Belle Isle safe and maintaining buildings and grounds
Keeping it in good shape, safe, people friendly and clean.
Activities and events, Aquarium and Conservatory
The peaceful nature setting with lots of activities to do
Please consider having a free day once a week. It would be psychologically symbolic and sociologically positive for Detroiter to
help them understand that this is a state park but that you recognize its special history and the immense amount of financial
and social support has had from its citizens/residents over many years. I also note that none of us talked about swimming and
the beaches, probably because it was a very senior group!
The beauty and peace in the middle of the city.
Belle Isle to me is a respite and oasis in the city-something other cities don’t have. We can be proud of it and help to keep its
beauty intact.
That it “stays open to everyone.” “Accommodating”
Teach entrepreneurial skills to children in sports, entertainment, science and technology. Establish a campus on the park.
Stabilize community support and wellness, campus generates revenue, purpose and longevity. Secure educational, physical,
and mental hope for Detroit children. Our school has been planning to start “summer training” on the park for a year.
Current member of Friends of the Detroit River, we partnered with Fish Habit and access improvements. Belle Isle is unique:
natural setting, variety of activities, memories/history, February “shiver on the river” winter event
The canals and exploring the wildlife
Place to get away
What means the most to me is the longer-term black residents in the nearby neighborhoods have the same opportunity to
benefit from improvements to the island. In my neighborhoods association, we hear many people feel unsafe coming here
because of the police checkpoints and excessive policing since the state took over. I feel unsafe being constantly pulled over
for no reason. I also strongly feel the island should stay accessible to low-income Detroiters, not just suburban white people.
Finally, the Grand Prix creates noise pollution that affects all the surrounding neighborhoods, has a negative environmental
impact on the island and makes it a less pleasant space to visit.
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WHAT MAT TERS MOST TO ME ABOUT BELLE ISLE IS...., CONTINUED
Restoring its natural beauty and eliminating racing of cars
Park near downtown-the river, canoeing, driving through the woods, the beach, golf, riding my bike around the island,
wolverine200, roller skating/blading the Grand Prix track, tennis, watching the fireworks, visiting the Aquarium and
Conservatory, submarine races, Dossin museum, Scott fountain, picnics after weekly golf, banquet at boat club.
Escape and open space, water, access, nature
Keeping it clean up and all facilities open to the public. Also keeping the senior power days going every year for the seniors
Nature- I love how peaceful it is!
New kayak ramp blocking flow-closing opening reducing flow to the beach, communication-Belle Isle app, One stop shop for
events/info
Inclusivity and community engagement, recreational activities

C.4 Online Public Input Questionnaire
Summary of Public Input Questionnaire
The planning team created a brief online questionnaire to
run concurrently with the public meetings to enable those
that were not able to attend the public meetings in person to
provide input. The questionnaire was designed to reflect the
same types of input that was gathered at those meetings. The
survey was open from March 15th until April 7th, and was
advertised officially through a DNR press release, featured
in newspaper articles, and shared on social media. The
responses collected contained many diverse opinions, and this
summary highlights the common themes.
Many people were interested in engaging with the input
process; the survey garnered 1,536 responses. The
majority of those interested had visited the park in the
last 12 months (95%). The respondents were nearly evenly
distributed in terms of gender and age, except there were
only three respondents under the age of 17. The majority of
respondents were from Detroit and the surrounding area as
can be seen on the adjacent map.
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Those who responded to the survey visit Belle Isle Park on a frequent basis. As can be seen on the pie chart below, 38% of
respondents visit the park 11 or more times per year, compared with only 6% of respondents that visit the park once per year.

What three words would you use to describe Belle Isle?
Respondents were asked what three words they would use to describe Belle Isle, and the results were diverse and revealing. The
most common words used to describe the park are beautiful, historic, peaceful, fun, unique, and relaxing. Most of the words
used to describe the park were positive and reflect the view of the island as a relaxing, family-friendly destination filled with
wonderful memories. A word cloud of the most frequent responses can be seen below; the bigger the word the more frequently
it was used.
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What do you like most about Belle Isle?
When asked what one thing they liked the most about Belle Isle, some of the most frequent responses mentioned the
natural areas within the park. Respondents enjoyed having a large, public open space in close proximity to downtown Detroit.
They mentioned the beautiful scenic views, especially of the Detroit River, and the peaceful and quiet feeling of the park.
Respondents also frequently mentioned the variety of activities available in the park. This ranged from main attractions such as
the Conservatory and Aquarium, the Scott Fountain, and events such as the Grand Prix to recreational amenities such as trails
and the beach. Below is a word cloud of the most commonly mentioned words.

What is the one thing you would most like to change about Belle Isle Park?
Although the desired changes to Belle Isle varied widely, there were many items that were mentioned frequently. One
frequently mentioned item was the Grand Prix; many respondents would like to see the event discontinued entirely, while
others would like to lessen the impact of the event on the island. Many did not like the large concrete parking area utilized for
the race and would like to see it returned to a natural area. Other comments related to restoration of the park, whether of
underutilized areas such as the closed zoo and golf course, historic buildings such as the Casino, or recreational amenities such
as the canals. Others would like to see increased maintenance of the island, including the restrooms. Many respondents would
like to see an increased number of open restrooms. Additional amenities that were requested include a public boat launch,
additional benches and seating areas, and well-maintained nature trails. Others would like to see administrative changes such as
consistent hours between main attractions.
What improvements have you noticed in the last two years that contribute to your experience at Belle Isle Park?
In the last two years, the respondents to the survey have noticed many positive changes to the island. Respondents most
frequently noticed that the island is cleaner, including the restrooms, and that it feels safer. They have noticed improvements to
main attractions such as the Aquarium, Conservatory, and Scott Fountain, as well as the new playground. An overall increased
level of maintenance and care has been noticed.
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What are your top three priorities for the future of Belle Isle Park?
Many of the items mentioned as top priorities for the future of Belle Isle echo the answers given for desired changes to
the island. These include discontinuing or reducing the impact of the Grand Prix, preserving and restoring existing facilities,
restoring or redeveloping the old zoo site, and improving pedestrian and non-motorized infrastructure. Many respondents are
most concerned with maintaining the park’s natural beauty and open space, which they see as its most important attribute.
Cleanliness of facilities and overall safety were other frequently mentioned priorities. Some respondents would like to see more
community events hosted on the island to bring in additional visitors, while others would like to limit the number of events in
the park. A random sample of 30 of the 1,437 responses to this question follows, demonstrating the wide variety of people’s
priorities for Belle Isle Park.

BELLE ISLE PARK - STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN QUESTIONNAIRE
WHAT ARE YOUR TOP THREE PRIORITIES FOR THE FUTURE OF BELLE ISLE PARK?
NUMBER
122

898
895
1130
320
393
1310
1121
824
1320

RESPONSE
DATE
March 29, 2017
6:51 PM

March 17, 2017
12:45 PM
March 17, 2017
1:14 PM
March 16, 2017
6:51 PM
March 25, 2017
1:29 PM
March 24, 2017
2:50 PM
March 15, 2017
7:36 PM
March 16, 2017
9:43 AM
March 18, 2017
11:47 PM
March 15, 2017
7:17 PM

FIRST PRIORITY

SECOND PRIORITY

End the car races; these
disrupt Detroiters’ peaceful
usage of the park for
approximately 3 months of
the year with set up and
take down.
Public boat ramp!

Keep the forest paths and
Keep bathrooms available and
the canal clear for passage of clean.
bikes, pedestrians, and small
water craft
Rebuilt fishing pier

24 hour access

Safety

Keep the east end raw

Cleanliness

Sort out political issues

Continue and grow funding

The grand prix should go
somewhere else or occupy
less time on the island
More family-fun activities
(water slides
Nature

Reopen the zoo area even if
not as a zoo

Prioritize communities’ needs/
ideas
More high quality food trucks?

Bike trails

Showing more people how
amazing the island is.

March 24, 2017
5:02 PM

Remain under Detroit
ownership.

37

April 3, 2017
7:14 PM
March 24, 2017
4:18 PM
March 16, 2017
10:44 AM

Conservatory

1113
619

March 21, 2017
1:33 PM
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Cleanliness

Food and beverage services

Accessibility to and around
by non car means
Activity building

Cleanliness
Year round facilities

Develop water ways

370

384

THIRD PRIORITY

Clean
Abandoned zoo demolition
/ refurbishment
More community events

Taking more friends and
family back to visit the
Aquarium.
Continued Park Admission
fee for Automotive entry for
park maintenance.
Bike trails
More landscaping and
natural areas
I love the grand Prix, it would
be great to have a few more
races on the island.
Hiking trails/bike paths

Just enjoying it like I did when I
was a kid.
Park Security, either local of state
provided.
Places to lock bicycle
Less traffic circling
I’d love to see less trash, and
more forested areas.
Recreation/classes
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BELLE ISLE PARK - STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN QUESTIONNAIRE,
CONTINUED

NUMBER

RESPONSE
DATE
March 18, 2017
12:05 PM

FIRST PRIORITY

SECOND PRIORITY

THIRD PRIORITY

Less grass, more native
plants!

no more grand prix on the
island

1276

March 15, 2017
8:53 PM

Keep fixing up the
bathrooms

continuing to expand education
opportunities for youth and
adults
More paved parking areas.

36

April 3, 2017
7:53 PM

1202

March 16, 2017
1:14 AM
March 20, 2017
4:26 PM

853

711
174

March 28, 2017
3:07 PM

764

March 20, 2017
12:00 AM

987

March 16, 2017
6:24 PM
March 21, 2017
4:11 AM
March 16, 2017
3:45 AM
April 4, 2017
1:33 AM
March 18, 2017
2:08 AM
March 15, 2017
9:14 PM

633
1150
32
848
1268
163

March 28, 2017
4:31 PM

More signs for the kayak
launch at the beach! (Thank
you, we really appreciate the
cross walk to the beach for
the kayak launch)
Park is no place for
Improve and upgrade the
disruptive race, end
natural trails. The ones that
GrandPrix. In meantime
exist are in poor condition
shorten 3 month set-up/
(too often flooded or the
take-down. Also, don’t allow trails is in disrepair).
private events in natural
areas.
update Casino
update yacht club

would love tennis area/club

Safety

Maintenance of buildings
and outdoor areas,
bathrooms
Drainage

Family friendly events

Protect the habitat

Grow the park programming (Big
Green Gym)
More family events on the island

Restrooms. How can they
be closed for the season in
a year-round park?
Rejuvenate the former
zoo area - Redevelop....e.g
expanded 18 hole golf
course......
Get rid of the Grand Prix
Maintain all historic
buildings and structure
Preserve the Natural
Landscape
Maintaining availability
Improving opportunities for
nature observation
Amenities!!!! Restaurants,
shops, things to do (rent ice
skates, rent boats, etc.)
Develop sidewalk/running
path around the entire
exterior of the park.

Expand the number of publicly
accessible natural areas and
wildlife restoration areas and add
interpretative / environmental
education elements

Don’t mess it up with junk. I go
to bird watch, boat watch, just
relax and walk the dog
Continue renovations of
Provide ferry service from
buildings abd structures on
downtown (hart plaza) to the
the Island
Island! Would have great
demand on weekends and raise
more revenue for the island
Get rid of the Grand Prix race Get rid of the Grand Prix
tracks
Safety
Cleanliness

Upgrading the Aquarium
Conservation of native plants
and animals
Amenities!!!! Restaurants,
shops, things to do (rent ice
skates, rent boats, etc.)
Restoring existing facilities

Preservation of historic buildings
Amenities!!!! Restaurants, shops,
things to do (rent ice skates, rent
boats, etc.)
Decrease spacing of streetlights

Overall, the results of the public input questionnaire were similar to the results of the public input sessions hosted by the
planning team. These results, along with those of the public and stakeholder input sessions, will be considered when creating
the action plan for Belle Isle Park.
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C.5 Public Input Meetings
Summary of Public Input Meetings
The Public Input Meetings for Belle Isle Park were held in
the afternoon and evening of February 1st, 2018, at the
Department of Natural Resources Outdoor Adventure Center,
1801 Atwater Street, Detroit. The general public was notified
about the meetings through a press release, internet postings,
and email notifications. A total of 147 attendees were
recorded on sign-in sheets at the two meetings.
Each meeting began with a brief introduction of planning team
members. Introductions were followed by a short overview
of the strategic management plan process for Belle Isle Park
and the plan contents. After the presentation, attendees
were asked to review the presentation boards that included
excerpts of the draft Strategic Management Plan including
the statements of significance, draft management zones, and
summarized ten-year action goals.
Participants were presented with several optional methods
to express their comments. These methods included “sticky
notes” for affixing comments directly onto the presentation
boards, flip charts for recording other comments, and a
comment sheet with six questions pertaining to the draft
Strategic Management Plan contents that could be filled in
and left behind for the planning team. Four copies of the
complete draft Strategic Management Plan were available to
attendees during the meeting for review.
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In addition, participants were given ten dots to prioritize their
preferred action goals from the ten-year action goals. The
action goals that received the most dots included:
• The creation of a trail plan to improve the trail system for
non-motorized circulation in the park (45 dots)
• Rehabilitating the Belle Isle Aquarium and Anna Scripps
Whitcomb Conservatory (39 dots)
• Canal water management (33 dots)
• Assessing the impact of large events on the park’s visitors
and infrastructure (33 dots)
• Pursue hiking trail connections around the Blue Heron
lagoon (33 dots)
• Creating a multi-modal circulation and wayfinding plan
(30 dots)
• Developing a plan to repurpose the former zoo site (27
dots)
• Improving all picnic shelters (26 dots)
Participants also placed dots on sticky note comments that
were affixed to the action goals board. This communicated to
the planning team that their top priority was not already listed
in the action goals. Some comments received many dots; for
example, comments relating to the removal of the concrete
“paddock” area received 34 dots.
The press release also informed the general public of the
project website, http://mdnrmanagementplans.org/belle-islepark, where they could access the draft plan at their leisure
and submit comments. This website was also highlighted
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during the public presentation. Online commenting was
available until February 12th, during which time fifty-four
comments were received. The majority of the comments
related to a desire to minimize the impact of the Grand Prix
or remove it from the island. The following is a representative
comment:

I am writing to express my support to not renew
the Grand Prix on Belle Isle. Belle Isle is a public
park for the residences of the City. This is not a
public use as it is not free and open to the public.
It is only accessible for a select group of people,
predominately not Detroit residents.

Other comments included suggestions to preserve the
natural areas of the island, a desire for improved walking
and bicycle paths, expanded education opportunities, and
ideas for improvements in various areas of the park. A packet
containing 1,000 signatures in support of a boat launch on
Belle Isle was handed to DNR staff at the meeting. This idea
also received some opposition from meeting attendees
concerned over additional paving.
These items, along with other input from the public, were
considered as the planning team finalized the Strategic
Management Plan.

Use of the park is already limited by weather. The
time of year means that a significant portion of
Belle Isle is not accessible during the beautiful
Spring months for several weeks.
Finally, the noise and improvements from Grand
Prix go against the use of Belle Isle as an outdoor
recreational haven in an urban environment.
MDNR is making great strides to bring nature
to the City on the East Riverfront. I urge you to
replicate this effort on Belle Isle.

A public meeting participant considers the action goals
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Family friendly gathering at Belle Isle Park

Appendix D:

Past Survey Results
D.1 2010 Survey Results

In the summer and fall months of 2010, the Belle Isle
Conservancy and the Project for Public Spaces, conducted
a survey that included park users (on-site) as well as off-site
respondents and organizational supporters (remote); 2,237
surveys were collected. The surveys identified the following:

HIGH PRIORITY
IMPROVEMENT
RESPONSES
Re-open the
Aquarium
Re-open the canals
for canoeing/
kayaking
Re-open the Boat
Club for public use

ON-SITE (#
REMOTE (#
AND % OF
AND % OF
RESPONDENTS) RESPONDENTS)
256
38%
1107 71%
184

27%

896

57%

185

27%

728

47%

NOT ENOUGH
ON-SITE
AMENITIES RESPONSES
Places to buy food
82%

66%

Drinking Fountains

74%

60%

Restrooms

59%

58%

Things To Do

52%

40%

Benches

51%

50%

Park Security

37%

61%

Waste Receptacles

50%

59%
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REMOTE

COMMON/POPULAR
PARK ACTIVITIES
RESPONSES
Picnic

ON-SITE

REMOTE

39.1%

68.1%

Exercise

31.1%

55.4%

Stroll/walk

29.0%

61.3%

Socialize

23.2%

45.3%

Nearly 30% of the survey respondents indicated they would
like to receive information about getting involved and
volunteering at Belle Isle Park. Using the survey results, the
DNR coordinated its planning processes and action items to
maximize resources and unify the stakeholders and supporters
of Belle Isle Park.

D.2 2016 Survey Results

Following the 2014 season, the BIPAC conducted a strategic
goal setting process to help define their expectations for Belle
Isle Park. One action step was to obtain a statistically valid
assessment of the public’s perception of Belle Isle Park since
the DNR commenced operation in February, 2014.
The survey was designed to gain an understanding, among
different cohorts, of their perceptions of Belle Isle, its
importance and value. Questions were established that could
be repeated in the future to measure progress regarding
the level of awareness surrounding the park’s features and
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potential improvements. MORPACE Marketing, Research
and Consultants was commissioned to complete the survey.
The survey was based upon a statistically significant random
sample of residents from Wayne, Oakland and Macomb
counties and from the City of Detroit. A multiple-pronged
methodology was used that included interviews with
stakeholders associated with Belle Isle Conservancy, surveys
from the general population of the three counties, and inperson intercept interviews conducted on the island itself.
The results of the survey are being used to guide investments
and to ensure that the park operation is aligned with the
public expectations. The following is the summary of the
results:
• There was a higher level of awareness of Belle Isle, and a
tendency to go to the park more often, among Detroiters
versus people who live outside the city.
• Overwhelmingly, respondents thought of Belle Isle as
a place to bring food/picnic rather than a location to
purchase food.
• The park has more of a perception of being dirty and noisy
among people who have not visited it within the past year.
• People who visited the park in the last year, and
individuals who had not, had very similar views on the
appropriate uses for Belle Isle. Especially popular items
included family outings/celebrations, viewing scenery,
walking and biking.
• Detroiters who have visited the park within the past year
were significantly more inclined to feel that the $11 state
park passport was a good value compared to residents
who have not visited in the past 12 months.
• Fresh air/open spaces and scenic drive/cruise were
favorite reasons to actually come to Belle Isle among
people who had been there in the past year, but visiting
a museum and gardens were very high on the list among
non-recent visitors.
• Visiting Belle Isle seems to be considered a social activity,
with an overwhelming percentage of the respondents
indicating that they go or will go with at least one other
person.
• Scott Fountain/Statue and the Belle Isle Aquarium were
easily the most visited sites and they were the favorites
as well. In general, visitors were aware of the park’s less
viewed attractions like the Casino area and the Dossin
Great Lakes Museum.
• Whether a visitor within the past year or not, the vast
majority of individuals spent at least one hour in the park
with more than 50%, of each group, being on the island
for three or more hours.
• People who have been to the park within the past year
clearly felt welcome (Top 2 Box score of 81%) and were
satisfied with their experience/visit (Top 2 Box result of
89%).
• Among all respondents, helpfulness of the park’s staff,
improving its cleanliness and the restrooms were unmet
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needs and would be the clearest paths to improving
overall satisfaction and expanding the visitor base.
Among Detroiters who have visited Belle Isle in the past
year, two unmet needs stood out: The quality of the park’s
signage and the quality of the restrooms.
Within the group of respondents who have not been to
the park in the past year, improved restrooms, cleanliness,
safety and security and the helpfulness of the park’s staff
were their chief unmet needs. Improvements in these
areas could motivate some of them to visit and then,
when they do, increase their potential satisfaction with
the park.
Among Conservancy list respondents, the unmet needs
that, if improved, could lead to higher satisfaction at Belle
Isle were the helpfulness of the park’s staff and better
restrooms.
Among respondents who were metro residents, one area
stood out as an unmet need: The restrooms.
Among participants who had not visited the park in the
last year, there was no extravagant reason why this was
the case. They simply noted that they did not have the
opportunity/were too busy, that it was too far to drive,
etc.
When asked about park improvement ideas via an openend question, no single concept obtained more than 17%
of the responses. Being cleaner/trash pickup, bathroom
improvements, more security (all issues that showed up
on the unmet needs charts) and more activities/concerts
were mentioned the most.
Individual Detroit residents who have not visited Belle
Isle in the past year were more enthusiastic about music
events, organized activities and boating activities than
were Detroiters who have been to the park within the past
year.
People would like to obtain information about Belle Isle
through many different means with none being dominant.
The most common were the Internet, newspapers/
magazines, social media, the Belle Isle Conservancy
website and emails/on a listserv.

Lily Pond at the Conservatory
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General Alpheus Starkey
Williams
on Belle Isle
Entrance
to the Memorial
Belle Isle Aquarium

Appendix E:

Past Plan Summary
Three comprehensive planning studies were completed
in 2016 and were used to inform this planning effort.
Extracts from the Executive Summaries of the Biederman
Redevelopment Ventures Plan for Belle Isle, Albert Kahn Belle
Isle Aquarium and Conservatory Recommendations, and
James Scott Memorial Water Fountain & Rehabilitation Master
Plan are provided below for information. These plans were
referenced as appropriate to formulate the actions proposed
for implementation in this Strategic Management Plan. In
addition, a list of all of the known major planning documents
relating to Belle Isle Park, dating back to its inception, are
included at the end of this section.

E.1 Biederman Redevelopment Ventures
(BRV) Executive Summary (2016)
Belle Isle is the City of Detroit’s most important park, and
it has started to rebound after many challenging years with
limited resources, thanks to the stewardship of the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), with support from
the Belle Isle Conservancy (BIC).
The DNR and the BIC have begun the process of stabilizing the
island’s infrastructure, fortifying the island’s operations, and
addressing some festering problems on the island. To raise
Belle Isle to new heights, the DNR and the BIC must continue
to aim high in their collective ambitions. Belle Isle has the
potential to be the best urban park of its size in the world.
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Together, the DNR and the BIC should strive for nothing less in
their efforts to improve and maintain Belle Isle.

Vision for Belle Isle
The first section of this strategic plan will lay out a vision for
a world-class Belle Isle, zone-by-zone, based on community
listening sessions, interviews with stakeholders, careful
observation, research, and professional experience. This
vision is not a traditional master plan. Instead, it is a guide for
individual capital renovation and operational improvement
projects that should be planned in detail, designed, and
executed by the DNR, BIC, and stakeholders from the public,
private, and non-profit sectors. Additionally, programming
and amenities should be planned and executed in partnership
with community organizations from throughout metropolitan
Detroit and Michigan. All of these groups must collaborate
to ensure that Belle Isle continues to uphold and improve its
strong appeal to local and worldwide visitors, through regular
and engaging programs. The capital improvements made to
Belle Isle’s buildings and landscape will drastically improve the
future of Belle Isle’s appearance, feel, and number of visitors.
Financial Analysis of Belle Isle Improvements
The second section of this strategic plan will explore how
Belle Isle can be financially strong. First, this section will lay
out a possible expense budget for an improved park. Then, it
will explore how this expense budget could be paid for by a
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combination of appropriations from the State of Michigan and
earned revenue from events, sponsorships, food and beverage
operations, and philanthropic contributions. This expense
budget is approximate and we understand that it might not
be executed on the island in exactly the way that we describe.
However, we feel that the approximate level of required
expense is correct and serves as a useful target for creating
goals for annual operating revenues.
After exploring the operating expense and revenue picture
on Belle Isle, the second section will explore the approximate
costs of making major capital improvements throughout the
island. The first part of this sub-section will lay out zoneby-zone early estimates of the cost to make the capital
improvements described in section one. These estimates are
a combination of information gleaned from previous studies,
projections made using ratios for comparable project costs,
and the results of a capital cost-estimate study being pursued
in parallel by the DNR. These estimates are preliminary and
should be sharpened as the capital projects unfold. While they
are preliminary, we believe these estimates are approximately
correct and can be used as a starting point for developing a
capital campaign for the island. Estimates are provided only for
project zones where we believe the DNR and BIC should lead
fundraising and project development. In other zones, shown
without capital improvement cost estimates, a vendor or
other type of partner should lead the fundraising and project
development.
Following the estimate of capital cost improvements by zone,
the second part of this sub-section will lay out the order with
which we feel that capital improvements on the island should
be pursued. This section includes the factors we based this list
on and a description of our rationale for each prioritization.
While we feel this prioritized list reflects the results of
community listening sessions, interviews with stakeholders,
careful observation, research, and professional experience,
we understand that members of the BIC and DNR teams
might prioritize differently and we expect this list to change.
Regardless of the order, we think it is important that the two
parties negotiate and agree upon a list of capital improvement
project priorities.

Organizational & Governance Model for Belle Isle
The third section of this document will explore the model
for a strong, cooperative partnership between the DNR and
the BIC to lead Belle Isle. This section will lay out possible
organizational options that could guide the relationship
between the DNR and the BIC, before describing what we
believe to be the optimal solution. After summarizing the
optimal solution, this section will provide greater detail on
the roles and responsibilities of the DNR and the BIC in the
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Turtle fountain outside the Conservatory

partnership and will provide rationale for how we arrived at
this conclusion.

Putting the Partnership in Motion
The fourth section of this document will describe the next
steps for the DNR and BIC as they seek to form a strong,
functional partnership and improve the island to world-class
standards. This section will lay out in detail the terms of an
MOU that could define the relationship between the DNR and
BIC and outlines next steps for each organization. Finally, this
section answers questions that have come up from various
parties during the course of this project.

E.2 A Vision for Restoration
Belle Isle Aquarium & Conservatory Strategic Recommendations (Albert Kahn Associates 2016)
Introduction
The design team was charged by the Belle Isle Conservancy
(BIC) to develop strategic recommendations for the
rehabilitation and revitalization of the Belle Isle Aquarium and
Anna Scripps Whitcomb Conservatory. These two historic
buildings, designed by famed Detroit architect Albert Kahn,
are opposites in their display content, but combined they
provide some of the greatest visual experiences found on
Belle Isle. The Aquarium with its fish displays show constant
movement of life, color and underwater culture while the
majestic plants of the Conservatory draw the eye upwards or
downwards with palm trees that soar high above and ferns
and wild orchids that line the curving walkways. The grandeur
of these buildings is accentuated by the robust formality of the
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Conservatory Gardens which connects interior to exterior. The
vision is to develop spaces that lead people on an exploration
of aquatic and plant life.

Project Site Context
The project site is located within Belle Isle’s Cultural Campus
and is bound by Inselruhe Avenue to the east, The Strand
to the south, Picnic Way on the west and Loiter Way to the
north. This area contains the Belle Isle Aquarium, Anna
Scripps Whitcomb Conservatory and Gardens, a covered picnic
pavilion/bus stop, surface parking lot and small lagoon for an
overall size of 13.5 acres. Adjacent buildings are the Dossin
Great Lakes Museum, City of Detroit Greenhouses, the White
House, Nancy Brown Peace Carillon as well as open green
spaces. Located nearby are other island attractions like the
Flynn Pavilion, Belle Isle Casino and James Scott Memorial
Fountain.
Vision
Create a campus which reinforces the connection of the Belle
Isle Aquarium and Anna Scripps Whitcomb Conservatory
while reintroducing visitors to these historic buildings and the
educational benefits they contain.

Vision for Belle Isle Aquarium
The Aquarium opened in 1904 and has been providing
generations of visitors with a glimpse into the aquatic
ecosystem of the Great Lakes. Over the years it has gone
through several renovations leaving each generation with a
specific “snap shot in time” of the building and its content.
Although the intention is to maintain the historic architectural
character, significant updates to the fish displays and use of
existing spaces, will be required to make the Aquarium an
attraction that will draw visitors. A simple restoration and
general maintenance will not generate enough interest to
increase visits and will only create a historical curiosity for a
select group of people.
The design team envisions a new state of the art aquatic
display highlighting the fish of the Michigan Great Lakes
Region as well as great lake regions around the world. The
small existing individual tanks will be upgraded and potentially
combined to create larger habitats that will each have a
unique theme. The central pagoda and linear walls that divide
the space will be removed, allowing a free flow of circulation
between exhibits. The lower level will focus on office support,
education and will contain classroom, lab space and offices.
A large 4D theatre will provide memorable and educational
interactive experiences for young and old alike.

Vision for Anna Scripps Whitcomb Conservatory and
Gardens
Opening on the same day as the Aquarium, The Conservatory
is one of the most striking buildings on Belle Isle, drawing
visitors in with its neo-classical glass façade, then impressing
them with the robust plant collection within. In 1955, the
Conservatory was named after Anna Scripps Whitcomb, who
donated her prized orchid collection. Staff and volunteers
work tirelessly to maintain the remaining orchid collection as
well as other collections: the palm tree, fern, tropical plant,
flower and cacti collections.
The structure covers approximately 13,375 square feet with
an eighty-five foot high central glass dome. Although still
structurally sound, the steel frame and glass panels are in
need of repair. The strategic plan calls for the repair and
replacement of the steel frame, and installation of new
energy efficient double glazed panels for all vertical windows.
The display rooms will be updated with new environmental
controls for heating and ventilation. The planting beds will
benefit from irrigation, water temperature controls, and
hydronic soil heating. Extensive landscape renovations to the
formal gardens and along the lagoon’s edge will revamp the
Conservatory’s “front yard”, and create an enhanced visitor
experience connecting the interior with the exterior.
Education at Belle Isle Aquarium
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Goals
• Rehabilitate the Conservatory, Aquarium and garden
grounds.
• Establish the highest professional standards for aquatic
life, husbandry practices, and plant care to achieve AZA
certification.
• Enhance day to day operations to support the facilities.
• Maintain zero cost admission for the public.
• Enhance user experience.
• Connect the Aquarium, Conservatory, and museum at a
pedestrian scale.
• Develop revenue sources to support operations.
• Support educational programming (research and tour
visits).
• Create an to sustain the vision.
• Right size staffing to support operations.
• Maintain the highest standards in meeting the wellbeing,
biological, and physiological needs of the live collections.
• Set the stage for a capital campaign.
• Utilize and repurpose existing buildings adjacent to the
campus for support and revenue services.
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Purpose of the Planning Exercise
The body of this report:
•
•
•
•

Inventories the existing building conditions.
Identifies immediate recommendations to stabilize assets.
Proposes new program to enhance the user experience
Establishes an operational model to right size staff and
expenses based on market analysis and organizational
structure.

The Strategic Recommendations are prioritized to provide
a framework for successful marketing and fundraising
campaigns.
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Using Strategic Recommendations for Planning Purposes
This report is a tool to assist the BIC in selecting the
appropriate recommendation based on available funding and
timing to achieve the desired project goals. A hierarchy has
been established in the listing of the recommendations to
support and guide the development.
This framework provides for flexible implementation of various
projects over time.
It should be noted that Early Required recommendations
should take priority with regards next steps.
The Strategic Recommendation Matrix is a tool to assist
the BIC in developing fundraising targets and phasing
opportunities. This matrix includes Rough Order of Magnitude
(ROM) opinion of costs for each recommendation.
The operational model is also a flexible tool that is currently
based on the following:
• Stabilized attendance at 268,000 people per year
• 12.25 FTE for the BIC staff and 10.5 FTE for DNR staff
Revenue streams and operation expenses will change over
time. For example, until the staffing number of 22.75 FTE are
realized, the total operational expense will be less than the
established baseline number.

E.3 James Scott Memorial Water Fountain &
Rehabilitation Master Plan
Executive Summary (Hamilton Anderson Associates,
2016)
Scott Fountain & The Great Lawn
The Scott Fountain, Belle Isle’s most recognizable landmark,
is located at the west end of the island. Construction of Scott
Fountain began in 1914 and was finished in 1925. Additional
construction of lagoon seawalls extended through 1934 as
part of the part of a Federal Emergency Relief Administration.
The fountain has since enhanced Belle Isle’s attractiveness and
stature, and the fountain continues to be a popular gathering
spot on the island.
The fountain plaza is enhanced with site amenities and
landscaping, uniting the fountain and cascade spaces, making
it a more welcoming site for the public and special occasions.
To acknowledge the importance and value of the fountain
and cascades, the plan adjusts automobile access directly
adjacent to the fountain. Cars can park in adjacent parking
lots. Accessible pathways connect the fountain and basin areas
to the promenade and picnic areas. Landscaping includes
seasonal flowers and shrubbery complementing the elegance
of the white marble landmark. Elements inconsistent with the
formal activity such as the wide pavement, chain link fencing
and barricades are removed or relocated.

Proposed Site Plan
A graphic site plan is included which illustrates the
recommendations described below.
Architectural and Site Recommendations
One to Three Years
1. Install ADA accessible route to fountain.
2. Grind and tuck point all fountain mortar joints.
3. Repair rhytons, fish, relief panels and cherub.
4. Clean and seal all marble surfaces on main fountain,
upper and lower cascades and marble stairs.
5. Modify existing rail at top and bottom of lower cascade
to prevent falls.
6. Repair and repaint the existing steel railings and
guardrails in short term.
7. Repair lead flashing throughout the fountain.
8. Repair expansion joints at outer basin, and upper and
lower cascades.

Volunteering at Belle Isle Park
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Three to Five Years
9. Consider making control room available for tours.
10. Install controls to support internet.
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11. Install cabling to support new control devices.
12. Clean Scott Statue.
13. Replace railings and guardrails with more appropriately
designed fixtures.
14. Enhance pedestrian connections to central promenade.
15. Remove parking on lagoon side of fountain circle.
Replace with pedestrian scaled amenities.
16. Reconfigure remaining parking.
17. Reduce drive width leading to fountain circle.
18. Enhance landscaping around fountain and basin and
unify space.
19. Add amenities such as benches, bike racks and lighting.

Five to Ten Years
20. Replace paving around fountain.
Mechanical and Electrical Recommendations
One to Three Years
1. Replace the piping, valves, and components serving the
fountain. The pipe material shall be stainless steel or
PVC.
2. Replace the existing 24” isolation valve and control
lever.
3. Remove the basket strainer from the transfer pipe.
4. Replace three existing vertical split case pumps.
5. Upgrade the control system to allow the fountain to
operate automatically in lieu of manually.
6. Replace the existing heating and ventilating system for
the pump room.
7. Upgrade the incoming electrical service equipment
(to be completed by DTE). This is a low priority item,
as the equipment appears to be in working condition.
This will be completed by DTE as a part of the takeover of the PLD equipment and is expected to be a no
cost item to the project. Anticipated schedule for this
recommendation is near-term (1-3 years).
8. Upgrade electrical distribution equipment. New
equipment should be NEMA 4X rated due to the
humidity in the space. Our recommendation would be
equipment in Polycarbonate housings, but stainless
steel is also an option. Anticipated schedule for this
recommendation near-term (1-3 years). We assume this
would happen at the same time as recommendation #1.
9. Upgrade branch circuit wiring and conduits.
Replace outdated wiring and corroded conduit
infrastructure. Our recommendation would be to
use PVC conduit throughout due to the humidity and
chemicals used in the space. Anticipated schedule
for this recommendation is near-term (1-3 years).
We assume this would happen at the same time as
recommendation #1.
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Winners at the Grand Prix Held on Belle Isle
James Scott Memorial Fountain

Three to Five Years
10. Upgrade lighting in the pump room. Replace existing
systems with NEMA 4x rated LED fixtures. Anticipated
schedule for this recommendation is mid-term (3-5
years).
11. Upgrade in-fountain lighting. LED in either static white
or color changing could be utilized in a similar or
re-imagined configuration, offering greater flexibility
for shows or special events. Commercial grade,
submersible fixtures would be utilized in a configuration
recommended by a lighting designer. Anticipated
schedule for this recommendation is mid-term (3-5
years), but should be considered to be done to coincide
with other fountain repairs.
Five to Ten Years
12. Option – Add lighting in Cascades. Lighting was not an
original feature of the fountain, but was added in the
1980’s. Similar lighting could be added to the cascades
during renovation if desired, to make these features a
part of the lighting show. Anticipated schedule for this
recommendation is long-term (5+ years), but should
be considered as a part of the in-fountain lighting
upgrades, or done to coincide with other fountain
repairs.
13. Re-create and re-install perimeter lighting. Utilizing the
original plans, commissioning the reproduction of the
(16) “Bronze Candelabra” fixtures would restore some
missing original details to the perimeter. Utilizing an
LED source with modern controls in the globe, would
allow the lighting to be controlled and dimmed by a new
fountain lighting control system for integration in any
evening shows.
Costs
To realize the vision of a fully restored Scott Fountain, up
to $5.5 million in long-term investment will be needed to
revitalize the Fountain’s engineering, architecture and site.
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TITLE

DATE

BELLE ISLE PARK PAST PLANS
PREPARED
PREPARED BY
FOR

Frederick Law
Olmsted initial site
plans

1883

Frederick Law Olmsted City of Detroit

A Catalogue on the
Flora of Detroit

1902

O.A. Farwell

1972 HCMA
Proposed Master
Plan

1972

Huron Clinton
Metroparks
Association

1976 Proposed
Master Plan

1976

Kiley, Tyndall, Walker

SUMMARY
Original site plan drawings done by Frederick
Law Olmsted.

Commissioners Catalogue of plant species collected from
of Parks and
Belle Isle along with some areas surrounding
Boulevards
the Park.
New master plan to re-energize and the park,
which included a tollgate and management
by HCMA
Comprehensive revitalization plan that
Friends of
included a proposal to remove automobiles
Belle Isle
from the island

Restoration Study for
Belle Isle Aquarium 1995
and Belle Isle
Conservatory
Canal Renovations
Project Belle Isle
1996
Park

Detroit
Albert Kahn Associates Recreation
Department

The investigation includes scientific analyses
of water quality, aquatic and terrestrial
resources, hydrology, land use, visual
aesthetics, and concepts for management
recommendations.
Inspection and record of the condition of
the Belle Isle Conservatory and Aquarium
buildings, including recommendations for
repair or replacement.

JJR Inc, Tucker Young
Jackson Tull Inc

City of Detroit

Plans depicting the necessary canal
renovations.

Detroit Boat Club
Proposed Site Plan

1997

Hamilton Anderson
Associates

Detroit
Recreation
Department

Plans for the proposed Detroit Boat Club.

Belle Isle Lake and
Canal Long-Term
Management
Program

1999

JJR Inc

City of Detroit

This document reviews the water levels
necessary to maintain the canal and what
procedures are in place to do this.

City of Detroit

Record of applications of aquatic herbicide
(SONAR) to Belle Isle surface waters
and post-treatment observations and
recommendations for aquatic weed control.

Belle Isle Canal
Rehabilitation

1993

JJR Inc

Belle Isle Lakes and
Canals Aquatic Weed 2000
Control Program

Smith Group JJR

Tree Survey and
Plant Lists for the
Woods of Belle Isle
Park

King MacGregor
Environmental Inc

2002

City of Detroit

Baseline information about the flora of the
woodland in the northeastern part of Belle
Isle.

Draft Aquatic
Restoration Report
and Environmental
Assessment

2002

City of Detroit

USACE

Belle Isle Master
Plan

2005

Hamilton Anderson
Associates

Detroit
Recreation
Department

Belle Isle Physical
Needs Assessment

2005

Community
Development
Solutions LLC

Detroit
Recreation
Department
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Comprehensive, long-term management
strategy to improve water quality,
recreational activities, and restore the
aesthetic character of the island’s internal
aquatic resource.
Comprehensive master plan for renovating
Belle Isle proposing site-specific
improvements including environmental
enhancement, historic preservation,
circulation and programming are addressed.
Assessment of 54 facilities on Belle Isle,
including data on the structures , defective
conditions, specific repair needs, and a
detailed cost estimate for each item.
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TITLE

DATE

Belle Isle Bird
Surveys

2005

Final Facility
Review for Anna
Scripps Whitcomb
Conservatory

2010

Floristic Quality
Assessment

2013

Ecological
Management Plan

2013

Nancy Brown
Carillon
Rehabilitation
Master Plan (RMP)

2014

BELLE ISLE PARK PAST PLANS, CONTINUED
PREPARED
SUMMARY
PREPARED BY
FOR
A record of 2005 bird surveys summarized
by season, and an annotated species list for
Allen T. Chartier
DTE Energy
the island summarizing all bird sightings from
2005 as well as historical records.
Evaluation
of the condition and operations
Detroit
of
lighting,
heating and ventilation systems
BEI Associates
Building
that
serve
the
Anna Scripps Whitcomb
Authority
Conservatory complex.
Gerould Wilhelm &
Floristic inventory and quality assessment of
Conservation Design
BIC
the Belle Isle Forest site.
Forum
Cardno JFNew &
Conservation Design
Forum

BIC

Guiding document for the management of
the forest from 2014 through 2018.

Quinn Evans
Associates

BIC, City of
Detroit’s
Historic
Designation
Board, Detroit
Recreation
Department

Guidance in restoring the Nancy Brown Peace
Carillon and ensuring its continued integrity
and function for the future, including written
construction documents to address critical
repairs.

Smith Group JJR

DNR

2016

Smith Group JJR

Friends of the
Detroit River,
DNR, NOAA

Inventory and assessment of the trees
located in Belle Isle Park, inlcuding species
composition, tree condition and maintenance
recommendations.
Strategic recommendations for the
rehabilitation and revitalization of the
Belle Isle Aquarium and the Anna Scripps
Whitcomb Conservatory.
Master plan for future trail development on
Belle Isle, including a 6-mile paved multi-use
trail, a trailhead for the Iron Belle Trail and a
trail system through the 200-acre woodland.
Report on the current hydrology on Belle
Isle specific to the +/- 200 acre wet-mesic
flatwoods forest (flatwoods). This project
builds upon the Phase 1 work in 2013.

2016

WadeTrim, SOMAT
Engineering

Friends of the
Detroit River,
DNR, MDOT

Bridge and culvert engineering study to
improve aquatic habitat.

Tree Inventory
Summary Report

2014

Davey Resource Group DNR

Belle Isle Aquarium
and Conservatory
Strategic
Recommendations

2016

Albert Kahn Associates BIC

Belle Isle Trail Master 2016
Plan
Draft Belle Isle
Comprehensive
Hydrologic
Assessment
Lake Okonoka
Habitat Restoration
Project
Natural Resource
Stewardship Plan

2016

Glenn Palmgren, PRD

DNR- PRD

Identifies a set of natural resource
conservation targets for the park and a series
of strategies and specific tasks to address
threats to these conservation targets.

James Scott
Memorial Water
Fountain &
Rehabilitation Plan

2016

Hamilton Anderson
Associates

BIC

Analysis of the history, current conditions,
and systems and recommendations for
rehabilitation.

Strategic Plan for
Belle Isle

2016

Biederman
Redevelopment
Ventures

DNR & BIC

This plan presents a vision for Belle Isle Park.
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Appendix F:

5-Year Capital Improvement Plan
The 5-year Capital Improvement Plan budget is based on the
improvement needs as outlined in Chapter 7 of the Belle
Isle Management Plan. Park improvements are prioritized
to address the Health, Safety and Welfare of park users
and park staff working on Belle Isle. The priority projects
throughout the park address the stabilization of buildings
and utility infrastructure currently used by the public first and
then stabilization of non-utilized buildings secondly. The 30
most important projects determined at this time have been
put at the top of Belle Isle’s total project list amounting to
$300 million worth of deferred maintenance. The proposed
budget for the next five years is based on the current general
funding provided by the state legislature, $1,250,000 per
fiscal year. It is possible that future funding or the condition
of infrastructure might warrant revisions to the proposed 5
year capital plan. The capital priorities for park infrastructure
improvements will be reviewed annually before the start of
each fiscal year to ensure funding is used to best address
island needs.
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Kids Row playscape at Belle Isle Park
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5-YEAR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FY 2018 PROPOSED PROJECTS
IMPROVEMENT
PARK
PROJECT
FUNDING PROGRAM REVIEW NOTES
CATEGORY
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION
REQUEST
Historical Structures Internal
Engineering &
$700,000 Structural stabilization needs were addressed
Affairs/
Constructionand a new roof was installed with FY 2017 Funds.
Radio Station Improvements to
Improvements to this building will allow DNR and
Building
building as required
LED staff offices and the customer service center
to address structural,
to relocate here. The structural engineering report
mechanical, site needs
has identified that the current offices in the White
and ADA accessibility
House is detrimental to that structure. Propose to
also fund with $75,000 in Operations Funds and
$200,000 from BI revenue. Health, Safety, Welfare
-Near future/coming (2), Overall Park Priority: 2
Historical Structures Casino
Engineering &
$100,000 Quinn Evan’s 2015 building assessment noted
Construction-building
that several critical repairs must be made to stop
Critical Stabilization,
deterioration of these buildings. Additional repairs
Roof repairs, Drainage
to the roof and exterior masonry have been
clean out around
discovered during current construction. Health,
building (QE)
Safety, Welfare-Near future/coming (2), Overall
Park Priority: 2
Historical Structures *BIA & ASWC Engineering &
$200,000 Engineering has been completed with FY2017
Construction-HVAC
funds to address structural repairs in both of
system upgrade,
the Conservatory and Aquarium. This project
Ventilation and Control
would repair structural deficiencies and required
System improvements,
ventilation for in the ASWC. Health, Safety,
glass replacement
Welfare-eminent failure now (1), Overall Park
and structural repairs
Priority: 4
for the BIA and ASWC
(GHF)
Recreational
Shoreline
Engineering &
$250,000 Currently the Shoreline Fishing Area is not ADA
Structures
Fishing
Constructionaccessible, nor are the rails safe or provide ADA
Improvements Improvements to the
access for fishing. A MNRTF Grant has been
Northside Shoreline
applied for Engineering and Construction, if Grant
Fishing Area will
is not awarded, Capital Outlay must fund project.
include replacement
Health, Safety, Welfare-Near future/coming (2),
of the railing system
require per MOU with GLFT
and improving ADA
accessibility to the site
FY 2018 Capital Outlay Total
$1,250,000
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IMPROVEMENT
PARK
CATEGORY
LOCATION
Historical Structures Casino

Historical Structures *BIA & ASWC

Historical Structures Athletic
Shelter

Historical Structures White House

July 19, 2018

FY 2019 PROPOSED PROJECTS
PROJECT
FUNDING
PROGRAM REVIEW NOTES
DESCRIPTION
REQUEST
Construction$100,000 The Casino Building is regularly used by the
Upgrades, repairs and/
public and the existing elevator does not
or replacement of
provide consistent service for ADA accessibility
elevator controls and
to the second floor as needed. Repairs and/or
parts as needed will
replacement will be funded by FY 2018 budget.
be completed based
Health, Safety, Welfare-near future failure/coming
on the assessment
(2), Overall Park Priority: 2
completed in 2017
Engineering &
$200,000 Engineering has been completed with FY 2017
Construction-HVAC
funds to address structural repairs in both of
system Upgrade,
the Conservatory and Aquarium. This project
Ventilation and
would repair structural deficiencies and required
Control System, Glass
ventilation for new HVAC system in the ASWC and
Replacement and
continue with engineering for proposed HVAC
Structural Engineering
system. Health, Safety, Welfare-Eminent failure
for the BIA and ASWC
now (1), Overall Park Priority: 4
(GHF)
Engineering &
$525,000 The integrity of the roof has not been addressed
Construction-Renovate
in some time and the current roof is past it’s
Athletic Shelter Roof;
useful life. Health, Safety, Welfare-Eminent failure
replace shingles, repair
now (1), Overall Park Priority: 5
decking, and weather
proof building as
required
Construction$425,000 Engineering for improvements were completed by
Complete Foundation
Quinn Evans with FY 2017 funds. Health, Safety,
Replacement and
Welfare-near future (2), Overall Park Priority: 6
Structural Repairs to
the White House
FY 2019 Capital Outlay TOTAL
$1,250,000
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FY 2020 PROPOSED PROJECTS
IMPROVEMENT
PARK
PROJECT
FUNDING
PROGRAM REVIEW NOTES
CATEGORY
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION
REQUEST
Complete additional repairs to windows, roof
Engineering &
and masonry as outlined in the needs report
Historical Structures Flynn Pavilion Construction
$100,000
completed by Quinn Evans in 2015 . Health,
Roof and building
Safety, Welfare - Eminent failure now (2), Overall
stabilization repairs
Park Priority: 3
Structural reports for the fountain and the basin
Engineering need to be completed for a comprehensive list
Structural assessment
of needed repairs to both areas of the Scott
Historical Structures Scott Fountain of fountain, weir wall $50,000
Fountain. Repairs to be funded through capital
and basin walls and
campaign. Health, Safety, Welfare - near future (2),
adjacent sidewalks
Overall Park Priority: 7

Historical Structures Oakway
Pavilion

Engineering &
Construction Improvements to
Concession and
restroom building
and adjacent parking
lot and pedestrian
connection to beach.

Beach House,
Bath House
Shelter, Oxbow
Restrooms,
Bear Pit,
Shelter,
Historical Structures Stone
Woodside
Shelter, Kids
Row Building
and comfort
station and
Shelter #12.

Engineering &
Construction - Physical
assessments of
comfort buildings
$100,000
and shelters to be
completed and critical
repairs prioritized.

Health, Safety, Welfare - near future (2), Overall
Park Priority:. Health, Safety, Welfare Important
(3), Overall Park Priority:17 (Bear Pit) & 19
(Shelter #19)

Engineering Wayfinding
Signage Design and
Implementation

Improved signage to assist wayfinding is high on
the list of visitor requested improvements to the
park. Improved signage to be a comprehensive
system that enhances the aesthetic of the park
while providing clear direction for visitors to
facilities throughout the park and replaces street,
facility and location maps in poor condition.
Health, Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
Park Priority: 9

Roads/Sidewalks

Park Wide

Utilities

Park Wide

Utilities

Park Wide
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$600,000

$75,000

Repairs to be will provide additional restrooms for
the public and a vendor location in the building.
Parking improvements schedule planned to align
with future beach area deck and splash park
improvements plans proposed by BIC. Health,
Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Building - Overall
Park Priority: 14

Engineering &
Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
Construction - Water
$175,000 Health,
Park
Priority:
11
Main Line Repairs
Engineering &
Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
Construction $150,000 Health,
Park
Priority:
12
Stormwater
FY 2020 Capital Outlay TOTAL
$1,250,000
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IMPROVEMENT
CATEGORY

PARK
LOCATION

Historical Building

Casino

Recreational
Structures

Outdoor
Gathering
Area/Beach

Recreational
Structures

South Fishing
Pier

Recreational
Structures

Athletic
Complex

Roads/Sidewalks

Park Wide

Recreational
Structures

Park Wide

Utilities

Park Wide

FY 2021 PROPOSED PROJECTS
PROJECT
FUNDING
PROGRAM REVIEW NOTES
DESCRIPTION
REQUEST
Engineering &
The current A/C unit is past its useful life and
Construction - A/C
$325,000 needs to be replaced. Health, Safety, Welfare Replacement
Near future (2), Overall Park Priority: 2
Engineering &
Construction - Beach
House, Oxbow
Overall Park Priority:. Health, Safety, Welfare
Restrooms, Bear Pit,
$350,000
Important (3), Overall Park Priority:17 ( Bear Pit) &
Stone Shelter and
19 (Shelter #19)
Shelter #12. Priorities
to be determined by
2020 Assessment
An engineering assessment of the fishing pier was
Engineering - Physical
completed in 2015. The height of the pier and
Assessment of pier
the depth of surrounding waters do not provide
structure and surface
optimal fishing opportunities, however the pier is
decking replacement $75,000
a popular attraction. Currently the pier is closed
and ADA access
due to the poor condition of the decking and
improvements are
needs to be replaced. Health, Safety, Welfare required.
Important (3), Overall Park Priority: 20
Develop Complex Programming and Infrastructure
Improvement plan to address field and court
Engineering -Develop
Improvements and additional facilities within
Athletic Complex
complex to increase community programming.
Programming and
Design - Develop Athletic Complex Programming
Infrastructure
and infrastructure improvement Plan. Complex
Improvement plan
wide plan to address building stabilization and
to address building
$100,000 improvements that will provide for additional
Improvements,
programming and revenue generation.
field and court
Physical building improvements will need
Improvements and
- HVAC replacement, fire suppression, roof
additional facilities
improvements, drain maintenance and repair,
within complex.
ADA access improvements and field and court
improvements and replacements. Health, Safety,
Welfare - Near future (3), Overall Park Priority: 22
The Southern Terminus of the Iron Belle Trail
is scheduled to be constructed in FY 2018.
Following construction of the trailhead will be
Engineering - Trail
$100,000
engineering and construction of the Iron Belle
Design
Trail from the trailhead on the East end of the
park to the MacArthur Bridge. Health, Safety,
Welfare - Desired (4), Overall Park Priority: 21
Engineering &
Construction - Canal
Improvements to park canals will compliment
System Improvements,
ADA accessible launches installed in 2016 and the
Repairing canal
$200,000 proposed launches in Nashua Canal in FY 2018.
pumps, modifying
Health, Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
outlet structure,
Park Priority: 18
dredging canals (JJR).
Engineering &
Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
Construction - Water
$100,000 Health,
Park
Priority:
11
Main Line Repairs
FY 2021 Capital Outlay TOTAL
$1,250,000
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IMPROVEMENT
CATEGORY

PARK
LOCATION

#8
Historical Structures Shelter
Repairs

Recreational
Structures

Shelters 19
& 20

Utilities

Park Wide

Utilities
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Park Wide

FY 2022 PROPOSED PROJECTS
PROJECT
FUNDING
PROGRAM REVIEW NOTES
DESCRIPTION
REQUEST
Engineering &
Construction
- Maintenance
Continuing to improve the condition of shelter
improvements to the $325,000 and restroom facilities in the park is a priority for
roof, fascia, repainting
park visitors. Health, Safety, Welfare - Important
surfaces and restroom
(3)
improvements are to
be completed.
Engineering &
Shelters 19 & 20 are in poor condition and will
Construction $400,000
be replace with two 100-person shelters. Health,
Replacement of two
Safety, Welfare - Desired (4)
shelters
Engineering &
Safety, Welfare - Important (3), Overall
Construction - Water
$300,000 Health,
Park
Priority:
11
Main Line Repairs
Engineering &
Maintenance/
Construction Stormwater repairs
Continue to address the deficiencies and systemto existing system
wide improvements determined to be priorities in
and improvements
technical assessment report, completed in FY
to system to separate $225,000 the
2017,
as outlined in the five year implementation
stormwater apart from
plan.
Health,
Safety, Welfare - Important (3),
the existing system
Overall
Park
Priority:
12
that treats stormwater
in the Belle Isle
sewage treatment
facility.
FY 2022 Capital Outlay TOTAL
$1,250,000
Total FY 2018-FY 2022
$6,250,000

July 19, 2018

5 -Y E A R C A P I TA L I M P R O V E M E N T P L A N
PRIORITY PROJECTS IDENTIFIED FOR BELLE ISLE CONSERVANCY AND PARTNER FUNDED INVESTMENT
IMPROVEMENT
PARK
PROJECT
REVENUE
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
CATEGORY
LOCATION
DESCRIPTION
GENERATING
1) BIA_ASWC
Engineering &
Major Development Facility
Yes
Estimated project costs - $50, 000, 000
Improvements Construction Recreational
Structure

4) Splash Park

Historic Structure

2) James Scott
Fountain

Historic Structure

3) Newsboy
Shelter

Engineering &
Construction - Removal
of Water slide and
construction of new
Splash Park at the
Beach House
Engineering &
Construction Improvements to
fountain structure
as outlined in the
Hamilton Anderson
Assessment that
acknowledge the
historic significance of
the existing landscape
and meet SHPO’s
approval.
Engineering &
Construction Restoration of Shelter Yes
Iconic Historic Shelter

*BIC Fundraising goal in 2020 is $2, 000, 000

Architectural, mechanical, and electrical
improvements to the fountain as well as a
comprehensive structural assessment of the
fountain and basin infrastructure complete.

Restoration of the Newsboy Shelter to
meet Secretary of Interior Standards for
Historic Restoration. *BIC Fundraising goal is
$650,000

TIER 2 PROJECTS IDENTIFIED FOR BELLE ISLE CONSERVANCY AND PARTNER FUNDED INVESTMENT
5) White House
Stables
Engineering &
Major Development and
Yes
Master Plan & Construction Development
6)
Athletic
Engineering &
Major Development Complex
Yes
Construction 7) Remick Band
shell and Nancy
Peace
Major Development Brown
Carillon Master
Plan and
Development
8) Island wide
Roads/Sidewalks
Park Trail
development
TIER 3 PROJECTS IDENTIFIED FOR BELLE ISLE CONSERVANCY AND PARTNER FUNDED INVESTMENT
9) Police Station
Headquarters; Engineering &
Historic Structure
Yes
Welcome
Construction Center
Zoo
Engineering &
Major Development 10)
Redevelopment Construction Historic Structure

11) Kids Row

Yes

Engineering &
Construction -

*BIA - Belle Isle Aquarium
*ASCW - Anna Scripps Whitcomb Conservatory
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APPENDIX G

Bus Stop Pavilion at Belle Isle Park

Appendix G:

10 - Year Operational Budget
Belle Isle day to day operational staff consists of a Park
Manager, Park Supervisor, Lead Ranger, seven seasonal ranger
staff, two seasonal janitorial staff, an accounting assistant, a
general office assistant, an events promoter and 38 seasonal
state workers.
Day to day operations include providing safe, clean facilities
for visitors, repairs, maintenance and upkeep of building and
grounds, providing customer service to over 4 million visitors
annually, working with partners and community volunteers to
accomplish goals and providing programming and events.
The current budget for Belle Isle is roughly $3.4 million. In
2019 the park plans to add an events promoter and two
rangers. The following year, 2020, another ranger will be
added to the staff. Also included in the plan a need to add
funding for projects outside the normal scope of the annual
operations dollars.
The following is a summary of planned expenditures for Belle
Isle Park:
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Bicycling at Belle Isle Park
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9
FY2026

July 19, 2018

* denotes already included in budget

Salary Increase (Percentage %)
Other Expenses (Percentage %)
Additional Employees
Events -2019
2 FTE - Ranger - 2019
Ranger - 2020
8 part time staff (STW) related
to contracts
Projects
Garage Doors, windows, drywall
Sidewalk repairs
Bandstand electrical
Sunset Point Roof
Old Boys Station painting,
drywall
Central Drive roadwork - 2 roads
Fishing pier improvementsnorth & south
Flynn building windows
Fence repair
$12,000*

$25,000*
$21,000*

1.03
1.02

$25,000
$40,000

$30,000

$21,000
$19,000*

$0

$120,000
$0

1.02
1.02

$11,000*

$21,000

$65,000

1.02
1.02

1.02
1.02

$40,000

1.02
1.02

1.02
1.02

1.02
1.02

1.02
1.02

1.02
1.02

$1,883,454 $1,921,123 $1,959,546 $1,998,737 $2,038,711 $2,079,485

$4,051,926 $4,172,964 $4,216,424 $4,300,752 $4,386,767 $4,474,503

8
FY2025

$3,351,916 $3,543,765 $3,850,640 $4,013,653

7
FY2024

$43,297
$44,163
$45,046
$45,947
$46,866
$47,804
$4,221
$4,306
$4,392
$4,480
$4,569
$4,661
$2,120,953 $2,203,372 $2,207,440 $2,251,588 $2,296,620 $2,342,553

6
FY2023

$40,000
$40,800
$41,616
$42,448
$3,900
$3,978
$4,058
$4,139
$1,866,950 $1,904,289 $2,058,375 $2,120,542

5
FY2022

Vehicle Transportation
Travel
Contracted Services, Supplies &
Materials
Total Budget

4
FY2021

$1,441,066 $1,594,698 $1,746,592 $1,846,524

3
FY2020

Salary & Benefits

2
FY2019

0
FY2017

NUMBER OF YEARS
EXPENSE TYPE

1
FY2018

10 YEAR OPERATIONAL BUDGET

1.02
1.02

$4,563,993

$48,760
$4,754
$2,389,404

$2,121,075

10
FY2027

1 0 - Y E A R O P E R AT I O N A L B U D G E T
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APPENDIX H

Children Playing at Belle Isle

Appendix H:

Natural Resource Stewardship Plan
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